Cookie Notice for the Website bikecafeglobal.com
1.
In order to ensure effective management of this website, as well as for the purpose of
statistical analysis:
•
this Website collects standard internet log information i.e.: user’s IP address, browser type,
language, country, history (pages previously visited), access times and referring website addresses,
•
this Website as well as our service providers are also colleting aggregate data via cookies (text
files stored in user’s browser) or Web beacons (counting website and cookie visitors).
2.
More about cookies. Cookies are downloaded to user’s computer/smart device by a server for
this Website. The web browser of the user sends these cookies back to this Website on each
subsequent visit so that it can recognise user preferences basing on historical activity. The cookies
collected are used to assess website functionality and for purposes of statistical analysis. The cookies
are stored for a up to 5 years.
3.
We don’t collect or store any individual cookies. We don’t use any processing method linking
cookies to any data allowing personal identification of our users.
4.
We have implemented technological and organisational structures allowing us to ensure the
adequate level of safety of information procured by us via this Website, in particular we ensure
protection of our users from unauthorized access, disclosure, alteration, or destruction.
5.
Please bear in mind that removing or blocking cookies may affect functionality of this Website,
in particular accessibility of its interactive components.
6.
We use Google Analytics as our service provider. The entity behind providing this tool uses its
own privacy rules. This, along with the cookie blocking/opt-out rules is available at:
http://www.google.com/analytics/learn/privacy.html
7.
By using this Website you agree that we can place cookies on your computer/smart device on
terms and conditions provided herein.
8.
We may use external web services in order to display content on this Website. Here relevant
privacy rules and cookie notices apply instead of this notice and the user is supposed to acquaint
oneself with these rules in order to explore these functionalities with full knowledge of resulting data
procurement and data processing operations. The Controller of this website is not able to prevent or
control the proces of collecting information on our users by external domains.
9.
This Website may host social media applications. Your data entered into these communication
channels are managed pursuant to the other privacy and cookie notices which the relevant service
providers are obliged to display. Social buttons lead to social media sites which log information about
your activities on the Internet including on this Website. Please review the respective terms of use and
privacy policies of these sites.
10.
The contents of this Website is lawful, decent and friendly, however not targeted specifically
at users under 16. Our cookie policy doesn’t involve voluntary procurement of any data from this
group of users.

